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CRANE TRUCKS

Why get two vehicles for lifting and carrying loads 
when you can do both with just one? A crane truck 
is equipped with a crane to lift or lower objects. 
You can easily carry and transport heavy materials, 
plant and equipment between places with this 
simple yet highly functional vehicle, making it ideal 
for Australian mining and construction industries.

Looking for sturdy crane trucks to do the challeng-
ing work for you? Plantman Equipment has a wide 
range of crane trucks with robust features and 
specs to fulfil your unique industry requirements. 
Discover why Plantman’s crane trucks are the best 
in the Australian market.

CRANE TRUCKS FOR 
SALE IN AUSTRALIA

CRANE TRUCKS

Plantman Equipment has been designing and build-
ing crane trucks for over 30 years for the Australian 
commercial and mining industries. We know how 
industrial needs vary from company to company. 
You can purchase or hire from a range of high-quali-
ty and customised crane trucks to meet your exact 
project requirements.

Choose between various:

Chassis brands, models and sizes
Truck styles (Flatbed, Tilt Tray or Hiab Crane Truck)
Front or rear crane mounting
Weight and engine capacity
Number of axles

FLEXIBLE TRUCK 
OPTIONS
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The Plantman service vehicle fleet is designed and manufactured by our team of experts in our 
Perth-based manufacturing facility using only locally sourced parts and materials, with every piece of 
equipment built right here on Aussie soil.

Our Hiab crane trucks are designed to meet both Australian standards and our high-quality require-
ments. For years, we have been providing mining communities internationally with these top-notch 
crane trucks that ensure safe transportation of materials from one place to another.

PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED
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CRANE TRUCKS

AVAILABLE IN THE 
FOLLOWING SIZES

PLANTMAN CT15000 
CRANE TRUCK
Hiab: 288
G.V.M (Kg): 28,500
Axels: 8×4

YOUR OPTIONS

Hiab: 244
G.V.M (Kg): 28,500
Axels: 8×4

PLANTMAN CT12000 
CRANE TRUCK

PLANTMAN CT600 
CRANE TRUCK
Hiab: 088
G.V.M (Kg): 22,500
Axels: 6×4

Hiab: 088
G.V.M (Kg): 10,400
Axels: 4×4, 4×2

PLANTMAN CT500 
CRANE TRUCK

PLANTMAN CT200 
CRANE TRUCK
Hiab: 056
G.V.M (Kg): 10,400
Axels: 4×4, 4×2

Hiab: 035
G.V.M (Kg): 10,400
Axels: 4×2

PLANTMAN CT150 
CRANE TRUCK
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CRANE TRUCKS

ADVANTAGES OF CRANE TRUCKS

Your business can benefit from these advantages that come with a crane truck.

ꞏ It’s cheaper than a separate truck and a crane.
ꞏ If you don’t require a crane, you can still put the truck to good use as it is versatile and sturdy.
ꞏ The truck can be driven or transported to remote worksites without difficulty.
ꞏ Crane trucks with less than 10 tonnes capacity can be operated simply with a heavy vehicle licence.   
  For higher capacities, operators require a Vehicle Loading Crane high-risk work licence.

WHERE CAN YOU USE HIAB CRANE TRUCKS?

Crane trucks are generally used in the Australian mining and construction industries. However, it’s not 
limited to those industries. Regardless of how small or large a project you’ve got, crane trucks are 
versatile enough to meet your lifting and transport requirements.

Our range of trucks is easy to use and feature excellent operational control, including remote operation 
if required. Our customers regularly use their trucks for:

ꞏ Mining, civil & construction projects
ꞏ Council and commercial applications such as transport, salvage and landscaping
ꞏ Local and remote railway construction and maintenance
ꞏ Rural and farming applications

Plantman offers the best solution for your crane truck requirements. The highly functional features 
guarantee optimal performance and safety. With vast experience and expertise in the mining industry on 
our side, you can be assured that your needs will be met.

Here are some features of our highly functional crane trucks.

Flexibility

With our versatile crane trucks, you can handle any job no matter how big or small. Our custom-built 
crane trucks are designed to lift from 990kg to 10 tonnes, making them perfect for all sorts of projects. 
They also come in different sizes with flat or tilt trays.

Automatic Transmission

Through automatic transmission technology, the operator doesn’t have to worry about shifting gears 
manually. It enables smoother and more manageable operations, making it more fluid than a crane truck 
with traditional manual units.

Mine Spec Customisation

In an industry where safety is always a concern, our customised Mine Spec vehicles ensure that employ-
ees and cargo are safe from any dangers on site. You can get crane trucks with particular mining specifi-
cations depending on your location and mine type.

FEATURES OF PLANTMAN’S HIGHLY 
FUNCTIONAL CRANE TRUCKS
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CRANE TRUCKS

THE BEST CRANE TRUCKS IN AUSTRALIA

Plantman Equipment is proud to provide the best crane trucks for sale in Australia and beyond. Our 
crane trucks, be it flat-bed, tilt-tray or Hiab, are explicitly designed with the needs of the mining, 
construction and transportation industries in mind. Your crane truck will perform reliably every time in 
shifting payloads safely to wherever you need them.

If you find renting convenient, you can get our crane trucks for hire. We also offer repair & modification 
services. Contact Plantman Equipment today by email or calling 08 9274 7820 to discuss your require-
ments. Let us help find the perfect lifting and transport solution for you.


